Luisa in Who the Divine Will Formed Its Royal Palace
Luisa Who Formed Weapons of Acts Done in the Divine Will

V26 – May 16, 1929 - “My daughter, what’s wrong? What’s wrong? Calm yourself, calm
yourself. How can this be? Do you perhaps want to go out from within the Army of My
Divine Will? Look, what an Orderly, Formidable and Large Army, such that, as It Lines up
within your soul, it will not be easy for you to get out. But do you know what this Army is?
All the Knowledges about My Divine Will. In fact, having formed Its Royal Palace in you, It
could not be, nor was it Decorous for It to be without Its Army. This Army We have Issued
from Our Divine Womb in order for them to form the Cortege, to Defend and to all Stand at
Attention, so as to make Known to all Who Our Fiat Is—their Divine King—and how It wants
to Descend with Its Whole Celestial Army into the midst of the peoples in order to Fight the
human will; but not with Weapons that kill, because in Heaven there aren’t these deadly
Weapons, but with Weapons of Light, that Fight in order to form the Life of My Will in the
creatures.
“Now, You Must Know that the Weapons of this Army are the acts done in My Divine
Will. Look how Beautiful it is! My Love is the Light of My Fiat! The King that Dominates is
My Will! The Ministry, the Sacrosanct Trinity; the Army, the Knowledges about It; the
Weapons, your acts done in It. In fact, as you would have the Good of Knowing One of the
Knowledges about It, and would operate by Virtue of It, you would form, in My Fiat, the
Weapons in the Hands of each Knowledge, so as to give the Life of it to other creatures.
“But this is not all yet. Each Knowledge Possesses a different Weapon, one different
from the other. So, each Knowledge I have given you about My Divine Will Possesses a
Special and Distinct Weapon: one Possesses the Weapon of Light in order to Illuminate,
Warm and Fecundate the Seed of My Fiat; another Possesses the Weapon of the Conquering
Power that Dominates and Rules; another, the Weapon of the Beauty that Enraptures and
Conquers; another, the Weapon of the Wisdom that Orders and Disposes; another, the
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Weapon of the Love that Burns, Transforms and Consumes; another, the Weapon of the
Strength that Knocks down, makes one die and Rise again in My Divine Volition.
“In sum, each Knowledge of Mine is a Divine Soldier that, Manifesting Itself to your
soul, has let the Weapon of each of the Offices they Possess be placed by you into Its Hands.
Look at what Order They have, how Attentive They are to Their Office, and to handling the
Weapon that each of them Possesses in order to Dispose and form the people of the
Kingdom of My Divine Fiat. This Army and these Weapons Possess the Prodigious Virtue of
the infinite, that is such that They diffuse everywhere; and wherever there is a Light, even
little, in the creatures, They Fight with Weapons of Light against the darkness of the human
will, to Eclipse it and give it the Life of My Fiat; and wherever there is a Seed of Power or of
Strength, there runs the Divine little Soldier with Its Weapon of Power and of Strength, to
Fight the human power and strength, and make the Power and Strength of My Divine Will
Rise again. For all human acts this Army has the opposite Weapon with which to Fight them,
so as to make the Act of My Divine Will Rise again over the human act.
“Therefore, My daughter Luisa, it is Necessary that you remain in My Divine Will in
order to form sufficient Weapons with your acts done in It, for the great Army of Its
Knowledges. If you knew how this Army anxiously awaits the Weapons of your acts into
Their Hands, in order to wage War on and Destroy the poor kingdom of the human will, and
to Build Our Kingdom of Light, of Sanctity and of Happiness! More so, since I AM within you,
in the great My Love of My Divine Will, in the Midst of My Army, with the Continuous Council
of the Ministry of the Divine Persons, as the Reproducer of Our Works; because We Are the
Operating Being, and wherever We are Present We Want to Operate Always, without ever
ceasing. Therefore, it is a Necessity that you remain Always in Our Fiat, to Unite yourself to
Us in Our Continuous Operating, and to give Us the Field to Always Operate within you. In
fact, the Sign of the Divine Operating is precisely this: to Operate Always—Always, without
ever ceasing.”
FIAT!!!
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